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4Mapping the State of “Social Sentiment”
As reflected in Social Web Conversations

o The “sentiment” reflects the state and dynamic of travel brands’ E-reputation as expressed in global
web social conversations “at large”.

o Shared by the media, consumers, companies, citizens, brands and officials on websites, forums,
blogs & active social networks.

o Social conversations content are selected as relevant as long as they can influence the attractiveness
of Europe as a place to visit, even if not strictly tourism-related.

o Sentiment is not predictive of travellers’ planning, BUT a positive E-reputation is essential to
generate preference towards travel activities, destinations and brands, particularly in a post-crisis
management context.
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1. How far is European travel E-reputation impacted by external factors? (e.g., geopolitics, pandemic, etc.) 

2. What drives social web conversations about Europe’s attractiveness? 

3. What vigilance points to restore? Which drivers fuel Europe’s image positively?

Social data is pulled from travel in Europe-related articles and
posts shared by 75 000+ unique authors for the study period.

OBJECTIVES

SOCIAL CORPUS 
Number of posts/articles per country from 1st August to 4th Sept. 2022

Brazil 5 339

China 3 921

Japan 12 649

US 206 413

Canada 11 334

Australia 5 279

Russia* 4 068

Limitations: Due to the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict, access to social sources is restricted in Russia,
impacting the e-reputation coverage in this market. Also, though Chinese is a monitored language, access
to specific national Chinese social networks is usually restricted and difficult to access via API technology.

* The report design was developed prior to the latest developments with regards
to bans on Russian tourists in bordering European destinations and updated EU
guidance on issuing visas to Russian citizens.
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Europe Sentiment Trends - Overview
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ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022

o Over the analysed period (1st August – 4th September), Europe’s e-reputation has been back on a positive trend in all markets, except for Russia. A more notable change
is visible in Canada, Australia and Brazil (please see the next slide), where the evolution compared to July 2022 is the most positive, although still below the August 2021
level.

o At the same time, the polarity of Europe travel-related conversations in Russia dropped in August, landing at its lowest negative score (-39 pts) since the beginning of
2021. The decrease in Russian conversations’ tonality, was mainly driven by the visa ban that some European countries want to apply to Russian tourists.

o The themes and topics driving positive sentiment and interest in European destinations are:

 Emerging destinations in Europe (e.g., Bulgaria, Albania, etc.) or small destinations (e.g., Liechtenstein), far from crowdy places allows for a more intimate
discovery of the European culture;

 The advantages of visiting Europe after the summer season: enjoy less busy places, attractive deals and a gentle climate (e.g., Lisbon, Athens etc.),

 New cruise itineraries to Europe are an opportunity for first-time visitors who can discover several places at once (e.g., Northern Europe itinerary with
Copenhagen, Helsinki, Stockholm, Oslo, Tallinn, Riga);

 The diversity and heritage wealth Europe offers through its architecture (e.g., Turin and the Baroque architecture – Prague etc.);

 The train network and especially the night trains ease travel and give an alternative to planes, making the journey more sustainable and often cheaper;

 The return of public events (e.g., La Braderie de Lille, France) or professional events (e.g., The Green Retail Fair in the Netherlands) attracting visitors;

 The attractive deals to travel to Europe or affordable destinations such as Albania or affordable attractions that appeal to travellers visiting

 Europe despite the global rising prices context.

 On the other hand, there are topics harming Europe’s e-reputation that may have a prolonged effect. For example, the continued disruptions in the airline industry, the
evolution of the Russo-Ukrainian conflict near the Zaporizhzhia power plant in Ukraine and the inflation which may impact Europe’s image as an affordable destination
in a global rising prices context.

Period concerned: 1st August – 4th September 2022
Key learnings
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TONALITY OF TRAVEL-RELATED WEB CONVERSATIONS ABOUT EUROPE, BY SOURCE MARKET

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)
NET SENTIMENT INDEX

Net Sentiment Index

After the decline observed in July due to several negative drivers (e.g. heatwaves, wildfires, Covid-19 resurgence, inflation and airport disruptions), Europe’s e-Reputation
is on a positive trend, especially in Canada, Australia and Brazil when compared to the July score. However, despite this improvement, the polarity remains below the
levels from last August. Simultaneously, Europe’s e-Reputation in Russia has worsened significantly in August, mainly due to the visa ban wanted by several European
countries (e.g., Baltic States, Poland, etc).

Aug’22/ 
July’22

Aug’22/ 
Aug’21

RU - 28 pts - 117 pts

BZ + 22 pts - 16 pts

JP + 13 pts - 15 pts

CN + 17 pts -10 pts

US + 4 pts -30 pts

CA + 27 pts - 40 pts

AU + 27 pts - 45 pts

CHANGE IN THE SENTIMENT INDEX

Period in 2021 compared to August 2022
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Brazil China Japan US Canada Australia Russia
• Many blue water 

beaches with white 
sand

• New cruise itinerary 
from Brazil to Europe in 
2023: another option to 
discover Europe

• Discover European 
culture by strolling 
down the “Coolest 
streets in the World” 

• Small towns full of 
culture and history are 
alternatives to crowded 
places

• Visiting Europe after 
summer season allows 
to enjoy a good climate, 
less crowds and 
attractive offers 

• New airline route 
between Brazil and 
Europe eases travel 

• Attractive deals to go to 
Europe can encourage 
visitors despite global 
prices rising 

• Professional events are 
taking place again in 
Europe and attracting 
visitors 

• Europe offers plenty of 
options for visitors who 
want to limit their 
carbon impact (e.g., 
trains, conscious hotels)

• Small European 
destinations also worth 
the visit (e.g., 
Liechtenstein)

• Expanding self's 
knowledge about 
European cities' culture 
and history

• The  multiple-
destination travel by 
cruise is attractive 
among  first-time 
visitors to Europe

• Europe’s theme parks

• Emergence of new 
attractive European 
destinations (e.g., 
Bulgaria)

• European cities offer 
alternatives activities to 
main attractions 
allowing to discover the 
culture often with 
cheaper prices

• Europe is a safe 
destination for solo 
female travellers

• Beautiful European 
sceneries (e.g., Vimeo 
Hill near Naples, Italy)

• European places 
described in famous 
books 

• European destinations 
promoting cities, culture 
and food at Tourism 
Expo in Japan, 

• Climbing in Europe 
thrills the active nature 
lovers

• Celebrities sharing their 
summer in Europe

• Locals sharing hidden 
gems of Europe  in social 
media 

• Europe’s mountains 
excite active nature 
lovers 

• Day/night train 
networks ease travel 
between European 
countries and it is 
sustainable 

• Some European 
destinations remain 
non-touristy and 
affordable despite 
inflation (e.g., Albania)

• American sharing about 
moving to Europe

• Europe is a destination 
for wine lovers 

• A weakened euro

• The well-developed 
train network in Europe: 
a good alternative to the 
plane in terms of costs 
and sustainability 

• Europe counts islands 
listed as the “Best to visit 
in 2022” 

• Commemorative events 
in Europe

• Discover the European 
culture by strolling 
down the “Coolest 
streets in the World”

• Two of the most 
“Friendly cities” in 
Europe (e.g., Helsinki 
and Stockholm)

• Discover Europe 
through food or wine 
tours and meet locals to 
embrace local culture

• Europe after the 
summer season allows 
enjoying a good climate, 
fewer crowds and 
attractive offers 

• Diversity of beaches in 
Europe will meet all 
visitors’ expectations

• European public 
transportation allows 
enjoying the full 
experience without 
wasting time 

• The appeal for Europe 
through its architecture, 
museums, historical 
sites and food

• Europe is a good 
destination for those 
who love sailing

• Europe appeals to 
visitors of all generations

• European cyclists' races 
attract amateurs who 
would like to try 

• The European 
countryside 

• New night train routes 
ease travel and make it 
sustainable 

• Events are taking place 
again in Europe 

• Avoid crowds in one of 
the small hidden gems 
of Europe: Albania 

• Architecture lovers will 
find their happy places 
in Europe (e.g., Turin 
and its Baroque 
architecture)

• The biggest European 
liner (MSC World 
Europa) will start sailing 
in 2023 with several 
stops in Europe 

• Russians doing a road 
trip in Europe 

• Europe’s theme parks
• Europe counts several 

“star places” to visit at 
least once in a lifetime 
(e.g., La Sagrada Familia 
in Barcelona) 

Positive drivers
Themes are selected based on the level of engagement and/or reach of related posts and mentions in social web conversations, assuming they can influence the overall attractiveness of Europe as a 
place to visit. The themes are grouped by colours, they are not presented in order of importance.

Positive Sentiment Drivers
Overview

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Brazil China Japan US Canada Australia Russia
• Europe is seen as 

expensive

• Global climate changes 
impacting Europe and 
visitors’ journey (e.g., 
offset outdoor visiting 
hours during 
heatwaves) 

• Flight cancellations in 
autumn/winter due to 
staff shortage 

• The situation at 
Zaporizhzhia power 
plant in Ukraine

• Natural disasters in 
Europe over the past 
months impact 
residents but also 
visitors

• The situation at 
Zaporizhzhia nuclear 
power plant

• Europe’s 
accommodation and 
car rental services are 
expensive

• Rising airfares to go to 
Europe 

• Climate change, as 
extreme temperature, 
may encourage visitors 
to switch to cooler 
months and so the 
industry must be 
prepared (e.g., enough 
staff on shoulder 
seasons) 

• Issues at European 
airports (e.g., waiting 
times)

• Rising prices in Europe 
may make the 
destination too 
expensive for their 
personal finances 

• The situation at 
Zaporizhzhia power 
plant

• American are worried 
about natural force 
majeure events that can 
ruin their trip in Europe 
(e.g., volcano eruption)

• Canadians are worried 
about natural force 
majeure events that can 
ruin their trip in Europe 
(e.g., volcano eruption)

• Some European airports 
extend the limit on daily 
passenger’s number due 
to staff shortage, which 
impacts visitors journey

• Potential gas shortage in 
Europe due to reduced 
supply from Russia may 
accentuate price 
increases

• The unstable situation 
near the Zaporizhzhia 
power plant

• Potential air disruption 
may continue as several 
staff strikes are 
announced among 
European companies 

• The river cruise sector 
may be damaged by the 
droughts experienced in 
Europe during the 
summer

• Isolated events in the 
Eurotunnel may worry 
travellers 

• Long-haul to Europe is 
seen too complicated 
for the moment (e.g., 
delays, cancellations, 
lost luggage, etc.…)

• The visa ban for Russian 
by European countries 

• Flights cancellations due 
to staff strikes 

Vigilance points

Themes are selected based on the level of engagement and/or reach of related posts and mentions in social web conversations, assuming they can have a negative impact on the overall 
attractiveness of Europe as a place to visit. The themes are grouped by colours, they are not presented in order of importance.

Negative Sentiment Drivers
Overview

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Brazil
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BRAZIL MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Brazil?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)
NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Europe’s e-reputation in Brazil is back on a positive trend in August. The positivity in content is captured through new routes to reach Europe (return of direct flights or new
cruise itineraries), the European culture to discover by strolling down the “Coolest streets in the world”, the small towns away from the crowds, and the idea to visit Europe
after summer with lower prices but still with good weather.

15%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

11%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the rising prices

10%
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Sentiment Drivers

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

o Europe’s blue water beaches with white sand (e.g., Calvià in Mallorca, San
Bartolome de Tirajana, Spain)

o New cruise itineraries from Brazil to Europe will start in 2023 (e.g., MSC Grand
Voyage from Brazil to Northern Europe) giving another travel option to visitors

o Several of the “Coolest streets in the world” are located in Europe. These are
places where it’s nice to enjoy a walk and admire the culture of the city (e.g.,
Great Western Road, Glasgow - Værnedamsvej, Copenhagen)

o Small towns (e.g., Guimaraes, Portugal – Rosoff, France – Anghiari, Italy) are
alternatives to crowded places and yet full of culture and history

o Europe can be visited after summer without crowds but still with a good
climate and good deals (e.g., Albania, Athens, Barcelona, Tuscany etc.)

o The return of direct flights from Salvador (Bahia in Brazil) to Madrid at the end
of 2022, will ease connection with Europe and so visitors’ journey

o Attractive deals such as “2-in-1 European countries” aeroplane tickets from
Brazil, will probably encourage visitors to come to Europe despite the global
price rising context (e.g., Lisbon and London, Madrid and Munich etc.)

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o Europe is an expensive destination for Brazilians, due to the
devaluation of the real currency, fuel price increases and reduction
of the number of flights

o Global climate changes (e.g., heat waves during summer, storms in
September in Corsica and Venice etc.) directly impact European
destinations but also tourists (e.g., offset outdoor visiting hours
during heatwaves)

o Some airplanes companies announce cancellations in their
autumn/winter schedule because of staff shortages (e.g., British
Airways)

o The situation at the Zaporizhzhia power plant in Ukraine causes an
insecure sentiment for visitors

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts 

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

Illustrative Social Posts 

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in China
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CHINA MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in China?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

The polarity of conversations about Europe in China is on a positive trend and remains above the long-haul average. Positive conversation topics include the return of
professional events in Europe attracting worldwide visitors, the possibility to discover Europe in an eco-friendly way (with trains, conscious hotels etc.), the discovery of
destinations with strong historical roots and the argument to go on a cruise: an opportunity to visit several European destinations at once!

13%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

6%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the rising prices

12%
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Sentiment Drivers

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o Since all Covid-19 restrictions have been lifted, professional events are taking place
again in Europe and they attract worldwide visitors (e.g., The Green Retail Fair in
the Netherlands)

o For carbon-conscious international visitors, Europe is full of options to limit their
impact once they arrive (e.g., take the train From London to Paris or Amsterdam,
stay in an eco-friendly aparthotel in London, stay in a yurt in Wales etc.)

o Beyond the major European destinations (e.g. France, Italy, Spain, etc.), Europe
offers interesting small destinations to explore (e.g., Liechtenstein)

o Discover charming and historic towns where visitors can immerse into history (e.g.,
Almafi in Italy, an old powerful maritime republic and a trade bridge between
Byzantium and the Western World)

o Cruise itineraries across Europe are a good opportunity for first-time visitors to
discover several destinations at once (e.g., Northern European itinerary:
Copenhagen, Helsinki, Stockholm, Oslo, Tallinn, Riga)

o European theme parks are attractive activities for visitors when they come to
Europe (e.g., Europa Park)

o Articles about natural disasters that happened in Europe over the
past months impacting residents but also visitors (e.g., Lyon in
France)

o Fights between Russia and Ukraine near the Zaporizhzhia nuclear
power plant generates an insecure sentiment for visitors

o Rising costs for car rental and accommodations in some countries
impact Europe’s image as “an affordable destination”, in a time of
global rising prices (e.g., several complaints about Ireland)

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Japan
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JAPAN MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Japan?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

The tonality of Europe travel-related conversation in Japan improved compared to July 2022, with limited resonance of topics concerning Covid-19, the Russo-Ukrainian
conflict or rising prices. The positive contents that have been captured refer to new emerging destinations in Eastern Europe such as Bulgaria, Europe perceived as a safe
destination for female solo travellers, the beautiful natural sceneries and the number of possibilities for climbing enthusiasts.

4%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

2%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the rising prices

7%
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Sentiment Drivers

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o New travel destinations are emerging in Europe, allowing to discover their
history and culture (e.g., Bulgaria)

o European cities offer alternatives to main attractions to explore the local side
of the destinations and limited budget (e.g., instead of a diner cruise on the
Thames River in London at 159€, a high-speed rigid inflatable boat at 55€)

o Several European destinations are considered as safe and secure for women
travelling solo (e.g., Austria, Norway, Slovenia, Switzerland)

o Europe offers beautiful sceneries completely different from Japan (e.g.,
Vomeo Hill, Naples, Italy) that can amaze visitors

o European places known from famous books may attract visitors (e.g., village
of Heidi, Mainfield in Switzerland)

o Several European destinations will be at the Tourism Expo in Japan in
September, (e.g., Cyprus, Croatia, Finland, Estonia etc.), a great opportunity to
promote Europe culture, food and cities

o Europe has many mountains to climb, an opportunity for active nature lovers
who want to challenge themselves (e.g., Orco Valley, Italy)

o Rising airfares to go to Europe may deter potential visitors

o Climate change may encourage visitors to switch to cooler months
(e.g., to avoid extreme temperature) and so the industry must be
prepared and adapt its services (e.g., enough staff in shoulder
seasons)

o Issues at European airports (crowds, flight delays, and cancellations)
discourage visitors

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Reflecting the Negative Sentiment
Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in the US
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USA MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in the US?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Europe’s e-Reputation in the US slightly improved compared to July 2022 but remains below the long-haul average. However, positive drivers are captured: Europe is a
destination able to satisfy different segments, active and natural travellers (with its mountains), travellers who care about their carbon footprint at the destination (with the
possibility to travel from one country to another by night trains) or wine lovers (thanks to the diversity of destinations producing high-quality wines).

13%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic 12%

Military invasion of 
Ukraine

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the rising prices 10%
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Sentiment Drivers

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o Celebrities sharing their summer holidays in Europe on social media attract the
interest of potential travellers (e.g., Dua Lipa)

o Discovering off-the-beaten-path destinations, inspired by locals sharing in the
media their best spots to visit (e.g., Cadiz and Bolonia in Spain)

o Europe is a big playground for those who love active travel and nature (e.g.,
hiking Jungfrau summit in the Swiss Alps)

o Day and night rail network eases travel from one European country to another
and makes it sustainable (e.g., Paris to Vienna with Nightjet in 16 hours)

o Europe still has non-touristy and affordable destinations (e.g., Albania), making
it an appealing option amidst rising inflation

o An American sharing about why he decided to move to Europe may attract
visitors (e.g., in Berlin, Germany)

o Europe offers many destinations for wine lovers, who want to taste delightful
products (e.g., Etna region in Italy)

o The weakened euro is advantageous for American visitors

o Rising prices in Europe may turn many Americans away from
visiting Europe, due to concerns with personal finances

o The unstable situation near the Zaporizhzhia nuclear station leads
to insecure sentiment for visitors

o Natural events such as volcano eruptions (e.g., Fagradalsfjall
volcano, Iceland) worried visitors as it can alter their trip in Europe

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – OCTOBER 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Canada
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CANADA MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Canada?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)
NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

In August, the polarity of conversations about Europe in Canada turned positive again. The positivity is captured through content such as European islands listed among the best
to visit in 2022, two European destinations ranked in the top 3 of the “Friendliest Cities in the World” (e.g., Helsinki and Stockholm) and the shoulder season offering interesting
deals with less crowds but still with a good weather.

20%
% of Travel conversations 

mentioning the Ukrainian conflict 17%
% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the rising prices 10%
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Sentiment Drivers

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o The European train network is well developed including overnight trips, providing
a more sustainable and often cheaper alternative to planes (e.g., Vienna-
Amsterdam with Nightjet)

o Several European islands are listed among the “Top 25 Islands to visit in 2022” by
Travel + Leisure magazines (e.g., Ischia, Italy – Milos, Greece – Azores, Portugal etc.)

o With Europe and Canada’s common history, commemorative events contribute to
attract visitors (e.g., a Canadian class came for Dieppe raid memorial day, France)

o Strolling down some of the “Coolest streets in the world” (TimeOut ranking) to
immerse into European culture (e.g., Great Western Road, Glasgow -
Værnedamsvej, Copenhagen)

o Two European cities ranked in the top three of the “100 Friendliest Cities in the
World” (TravelBird research), an asset knowing that the hospitality of local
inhabitants is important for visitors’ travel experience (e.g., Stockholm, Helsinki)

o Visiting Europe through food or wine tours and talking with locals to discover
destinations in a quiet and authentic way (e.g., tours with Alternative, Athens)

o Shoulder season is a good period to visit Europe: fewer crowds, interesting offers
and temperature easing (e.g., Lisbon, Athens, Barcelona, Rome etc.)

o Natural events such as volcano eruptions (e.g., Fagradalsfjall
volcano in Iceland) worried Canadians as it can disturb air traffic
and so ruin their visit in Europe

o European airports extended the limit on daily passenger number
through the autumn season due to chronic staff shortages (e.g.,
London Heathrow), impacting visitors’ journeys

o Potential gas shortages in Europe due to reduced Russian gas
supply could accentuate the energy crisis and therefore an even
greater price increase

o The risk of explosion at the nuclear power plant Zaporizhzhia
worries potential visitors

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated
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Illustrative Social Posts

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)
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Illustrative Social Posts
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Australia
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Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Australia?

Australia has been added since April 2022 – 12 last months back data 

Between August 1st and September 4th, the tonality of travel-based conversations about Europe is back on a positive trend in Australia. A positivity driven by the impressive
architecture, world-class museums, historic sites and food in Europe, the diversity of the beaches, and the possibility to discover Europe with a developed network of public
transport. Also, the immensity and variety of Europe offer beautiful places in the countryside, far from overcrowded places. To be noted: 1 content out of 4 relates to the
Ukrainian conflict, i.e., the strongest level among markets studied apart from Russia.

24%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict 19%% of Travel conversations 

mentioning the Pandemic

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Military invasion of 
Ukraine

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the rising prices 12%
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Sentiment Drivers

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o The diversity of beaches across Europe: rocky and steep old-fashion beaches in
the North or warm waters and coves in the South, a place for everyone

o The developed public transportation network in Europe enables visitors to
enjoy the full experience within each city (e.g., Krakow in Poland)

o Europe has always been popular thanks to its impressive architecture, world-
class museums, historic sites and food scene; an appeal strengthened since
travel has resumed (e.g., Prague, Czech Republic)

o Several of the best sailing destinations are in Europe (e.g., Greek islands,
Croatia, Italy)

o Europe appeals to visitors of all generations, an opportunity for European tour
companies to offer adapted services (e.g., a 74 years old Australian wants
absolutely to see Europe before he’s unable to travel)

o For amateur cyclists, Europe is known as an important and attractive land of
cycling (e.g., the Australian cyclist Mathilde Raynolds came to race in Europe)

o The vastness of Europe allows discovering the countryside (e.g., Ston at 54kms
from Dubrovnik in Croatia), far from the hustle and bustle of the biggest cities

o The renaissance of sleeper trains with new routes connecting big European
cities eases travel and makes it sustainable (e.g., Zurich to Amsterdam with
Nightjet)

o Air travel disruption may continue in Europe until fall, as staff issues
and strike actions still affect airlines and airports (e.g., Ryanair staff in
Spain planned weekly strikes until the end of the year)

o The important drought of the 2022 summer in Europe may lead to a
difficult time for the river cruise sector as water levels are
exceptionally low (e.g., Rhine)

o An isolated event in Eurotunnel where people were evacuated in the
undersea tunnel

o Travelling long-haul to Europe can still be seen as too complicated or
event risky (e.g., potential inconveniences such as flights delays,
cruise cancellations, lost luggage, Covid measures change depending
on the locations along the journey etc.)

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated
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Illustrative Social Posts

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)
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Illustrative Social Posts

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Russia

Note: Due to the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, restrictions on accessing sources are applied to Russian media, which may impact e-Reputation coverage.
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RUSSIA MEAN SCORE

The polarity of conversations in Russia drops sharply in August landing at its lowest level since 2021. This picture is mainly due to the visa ban that some European countries
want to apply to Russian tourists. However, some positive content is still captured: the possibility to avoid crowds at European hidden gems such as Albania, discovering the
architecture and its diversity across European destinations or visiting “star places” that are worth to be seen at least once (e.g., La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona). Logically, the
share of content linked to the ongoing war between Russia and Ukraine achieved the highest level among markets studied (nearly 3 posts out of 10).

What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Russia?
Net Sentiment Index

Note: Due to the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, source access restrictions are applied to Russian media which may impact e-reputation coverage.
The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)
NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

29%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

6%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the rising prices

10%
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Sentiment Drivers

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o A high number of posts referring to the visa ban some European
countries (e.g., Baltic States, Poland, etc) want to apply to Russian
tourists

o Flights cancellations in Europe due to staff strikes (e.g., Iberia Express in
Spain)

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

o With the end of Covid-19 restrictions, events are taking place again in
Europe and attracting visitors (e.g., La Grande Braderie de Lille in France)

o Albania is one of the hidden gems of Europe: a calm and hospitable
country with several beautiful beaches and good opportunities to avoid
crowdy spots

o Europe has plenty to offer for architecture lovers (e.g., Baroque
architecture in Turin)

o In 2023, the MSC World Europa, the biggest European liner, will start
sailing making stops in Mediterranean countries (e.g., France, Italy, Spain)

o Russians doing a road trip across Europe may encourage other visitors to
do the same (e.g., Germany, Lithuania, Poland)

o European theme parks attract visitors with their qualitative
accommodations offer (e.g., Europa Park, Germany)

o Europe has several “star places”, part of its rich heritage that should be
seen at least once in a lifetime (e.g., La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona)

1st August – 4th Sept. 2022 consolidated
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment – (1/2)

Illustrative Social Posts
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Illustrative Social Posts

Reflecting the Positive Sentiment – (2/2)
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Reflecting the Negative Sentiment
Illustrative Social Posts
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Tracking E-Reputation of Europe in Long-Haul Markets
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